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THE NEED FOR EMPLOYMENT MEASURES CONSISTENT WITH
THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

National Accounts Branch, Australian Bureau of Statistics

Introduction

1. Even though estimates of employment do not appear in the “core” national accounts, there is a need
to have estimates of employment (and similar variables such as hours worked) that are on a
consistent basis with the national accounts.  This is because estimates of employment are often used
to analyse particular aspects of the accounts.  Examples of this include the derivation of average
earnings estimates, estimates of labour and multifactor productivity, and analysis of the input-output
tables through the use of employment multipliers.  Also estimates of employment may be used in the
compilation of certain national accounts aggregates (for example, compensation of employees) and
obviously this requires employment estimates on the same conceptual basis as the aggregate being
compiled.

2. The purpose of this paper is to broadly outline the experiences of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) in these matters.

Sources of data on employment

3. The national accountants in the ABS have a number of sources of data on employment and related
variables.  The most significant of these, all of which are surveys conducted by the ABS, are:

a) The Labour Force Survey (LFS).  This is a monthly survey of households, although information
on some aspects of the labour force is not collected every month.  For example, information on
actual hours worked is collected only in the middle month of each quarter.  Detailed
information on particular aspects of the labour force surveys is collected by way of
supplementary surveys to the LFS.  For example, information on multiple job holdings is
collected every two or three years in this way.

b) The Survey of Employment and Earnings (SEE).  This is a quarterly survey of businesses
covering non-farm civilian employers.  As its name suggests, it collects information on wages
and salaries and other cash payments to employees (on a cash basis) and on the number of
employees.  The latter is collected in respect of the middle month of the quarter.  Detailed
information is also collected at the unit record level about pay periodicity (i.e., the number of
pay periods covered).

c) The Economic Activity Survey (EAS).  This is an annual survey of businesses.  It collects a
comprehensive range of information, including wages and salaries (on an accrual basis) and on
the number of employees at 30 June (the end of the Australian financial year).  Separate data on
wages and salaries expensed and wages and salaries capitalised are collected.
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d) The Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) Survey.  This quarterly survey collects information from
businesses on wages and salaries (on a cash basis but excluding most irregular payments) and
numbers of employees in respect of a week in the middle of each quarter, in order to derive
estimates of AWE.

e) The Wage Cost Index (WCI) Survey.  This quarterly survey collects information from
businesses on wage payments to selected jobs in order to compile a WCI.

4. Of the surveys mentioned above, the two most important (from the perspective of the national
accounts) are SEE and LFS.  While the two surveys provide conceptually different measures of
employment (LFS measures the number of persons employed, while SEE measures the number of
wage and salary earner jobs) these measures can be reconciled using a range of information (either
from the surveys themselves or from other sources).  (For a full discussion on this reconciliation see
“Reconciliation of Employee Estimates from Different Sources -- The ABS Experience”, which was
prepared for the 1998 OECD Meeting of National Accounts Experts.)  However, even after the
employment estimates have been reconciled there remains a gap between them.  This gap represents
the errors in the employment estimates from the two surveys.  It is considered that, on balance, the
error on the LFS estimates is likely to be smaller that that in SEE.  This is because SEE is affected
by deficiencies in the ABS’s Business Register;  it is known that certain types of employees (e.g.,
managerial and casual) are sometimes omitted from SEE (as payroll arrangements for these types of
employees tend to be different from the bulk of employees);  and it is considered that employees
who are paid “under the table” to avoid taxation are unlikely to be reported by the businesses
surveyed in SEE.  All of this, however, needs to be kept in perspective;  on average the gap between
the two sets of estimates is only in the order of about three per cent on average.

Use of employment estimates in compiling national accounts estimates

5. Estimates of employment are used by the ABS to compile estimates of:

a) compensation of employees

b) quarterly (but not annual) volume estimates of industry value added for certain industries.

Compensation of employees

6. Ideally, SEE, with its collection of earnings, should provide much of the information needed to
compile the wages and salaries component of this item.  (The main exception is in respect of
information on payments in kind, which is obtained from other sources.)  However, because of the
deficiencies with SEE noted above, the earnings information from this survey is supplemented by an
estimate of “unrecorded” earnings.  This estimate is derived (by state) by multiplying the SEE
average wage by the difference in (adjusted) estimates of the numbers of wage and salary earners
from LFS and SEE.  The adjustments are necessary to put the two sources on a comparable, national
accounts, “jobs” basis.  The adjustments made to the LFS estimates of wage and salary earners
include:

a) an adjustment for persons considered to be employed, but who did not receive any pay during
the LFS reference week (e.g., persons on short-term unpaid leave, persons on strike/locked out)

b) an adjustment for persons holding more than one job, based on results from the periodic
multiple job holding survey
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c) an adjustment for persons who consider themselves to be wage and salary earners (and are
classified this way in the LFS), but who are in fact self-employed;  information for this
adjustment comes from periodic studies that probe employment arrangements more deeply than
is possible in the LFS.

7. Theoretically, the LFS estimates should also be adjusted to exclude Australian residents working for
non-resident economic units (such as foreign embassies) and to include non-residents working for
Australian economic units.  However, because the number of employees involved is relatively quite
small no such adjustments are made.  Furthermore, as the compensation paid to each of these groups
is very similar in magnitude it could be expected that the two adjustments would essentially be
offsetting.

8. One major deficiency with the SEE-based estimates is that they are on a cash basis.  Specific
adjustments are made at the unit record level for changes in pay-periodicity (using information is
collected in the SEE), but no adjustments are made for payments in advance or arrears (such as
holiday payments).  This deficiency will be rectified in the next few years with the introduction of a
new Quarterly Economy Wide Survey (QEWS), which will collect from private sector businesses
information on wages and salaries on a full accrual basis.  When QEWS is bedded-down, the private
sector component of SEE will be discontinued.  However, QEWS will not collect information on the
number of employees, which means that the estimates from this survey will not be able to be
confronted with the LFS.  Instead, estimates from EAS will be confronted with the LFS to compile
benchmark annual estimates of compensation of employees, which will be extrapolated and
interpolated using QEWS information.  As the quality of QEWS estimates is likely to better than
those from SEE (for example, the problem of “missing” payrolls is not expected in QEWS, and there
are developments in hand that are likely to lead to improvements in the ABS Business Register), this
less-frequent reconciliation is unlikely to lead to much (if any) deterioration in the quality of the
quarterly estimates of compensation of employees.

9. On an annual basis, the wages and salaries estimates are broken down by industry, by applying
proportions calculated from EAS to the sum of the quarterly wages and salaries estimates.  As EAS
is a principle source for other annual national accounts estimates (particularly for output and
intermediate consumption by industry), using EAS industry proportions to break down the total
wages and salaries estimate achieves consistent results.

Industry value added

10. The ABS derives annual volume estimates of industry value added from balanced supply-use tables,
using the preferred “double deflation” technique.  However, with one exception (agriculture) this
technique is not used to derive quarterly estimates.  Instead, quarterly estimates are compiled by
extrapolating and interpolating the annual benchmark estimates using input or output indicators.
Where an input indicator is used, the indicator most commonly applied is hours worked.  The
industries for which this technique is used are property and business services, government
administration and defence, health and community services and education.  The ABS also uses
government final consumption expenditure deflated by the WCI for the general government
component of personal services.

11. The hours worked indicator is derived by multiplying, for each of the relevant industries, the SEE
estimate of employment plus the LFS estimate of non-wage and salary earner employment by the
LFS estimate of average hours worked.  Even though the LFS estimates are considered to be best in
aggregate, on an industry basis the SEE estimates are considered to be superior.  This is because
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much of the LFS industry coding is done on the basis of the respondent’s description of the industry
in which they are employed, rather than using objective measures.  However, as it is considered
important to use hours worked, rather than employment, as an input indicator, the LFS average hours
worked estimates are used in conjunction with the SEE employment estimates.  Also, as SEE only
covers wages and salary earners, it is necessary to supplement the SEE estimates with LFS estimates
of non-wage and salary earner employment in order to obtain a more comprehensive measure of
labour inputs.

12. Unlike in the compilation of compensation of employees, no attempt is made to account for the
“unrecorded” sector in the compilation of the industry value added estimates.  This is because most
of the industries for which the SEE employment estimates are being used employment estimates are
being used are dominated by the public sector, and the SEE public sector estimates are considered to
be of a much higher standard than the private sector estimates.  Also, as the SEE estimates (in
conjunction with the LFS information) is being used only to extrapolate/interpolate benchmark
estimates, any systematic bias in the SEE estimates is unlikely to have a significant impact on the
quality of the estimates.

The use of employment estimates in analysis

13. There are three key analyses of the Australian National Accounts which require employment (or
related) estimates:

a) average earnings

b) labour and multifactor productivity

c) input-output employment multipliers.

Average earnings

14. In Australia, analysts are keenly interested in movements in average earnings in order to anticipate
and understand inflationary trends.  To support this analysis, estimates of average compensation per
wage and salary earner are provided in the Australian National Accounts.  These estimates are
derived by dividing the adjusted LFS estimate of the number of wage and salary earners into the
compensation of employees estimate.  Because the numerator and denominator are compiled on
consistent bases, a coherent measure is derived.

15. Movements in the national accounts average earnings estimate can be compared with those from the
AWE Survey and the WCI.  However, there are important differences between the three measures.
AWE relates to earnings for one week during the quarter, whereas the national accounts measure
covers a full quarter’s earnings.  Also, AWE excludes a number of payments (such as payments in
kind and severance, termination and redundancy payments) that are included in the national accounts
measure.  The WCI seeks to maintain a consistent “basket” of jobs in the index, as such it excludes
the impact of changes in labour quality and changes in composition, which is reflected in the
national accounts (and AWE) measure.  Also, the scope of payments covered by the WCI is a subset
of those included in the national accounts measure.
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Labour and multifactor productivity

16. The ABS provides quarterly and annual estimates of labour productivity for the “market” sector of
the economy.  (The market sector comprises those industries for which value added estimates are
compiled independently of input-based measures.)  The annual estimates are also used in the
derivation of multifactor productivity estimates.

17. The ABS’s estimates of labour productivity are based on estimates of actual (not paid) hours
worked, which cover both employees and self-employed persons.  These estimates are derived from
the LFS.  Because the estimates are quite volatile on a quarter-by-quarter basis, the ABS calculates
its quarterly labour productivity series using trend (smoothed seasonally adjusted) estimates for both
the numerator and denominator.

18. As the estimates of labour inputs are based on hours actually worked and cover both employed and
self-employed persons, there is no need to adjust the estimates in the same manner that the LFS
estimates are adjusted in the compilation of the compensation of employees estimate.

19. Unfortunately, because there is no source for confronting the LFS estimates for the self-employed by
industry, the LFS industry information is used in determining those persons working in the market
industries.  As noted above, there are some concerns with this information.  While this is unlikely to
present too much of a problem for the estimate of labour productivity for the market sector as a
whole, it could lead to deficiencies in the estimates compiled for individual industries.  However,
because the focus of labour productivity estimates is almost exclusively on movements and given
that the individual industry estimates are only compiled annually the potential impact of these
deficiencies may be quite small.  Nevertheless, this is an area where further investigation is
required.

20. Another area requiring further investigation is the impact of changes in the quality of labour on
output.  Currently, no effort is made to adjust for changes in the quality of labour in the labour input
series.  Two possibilities exist.  The first would be to determine characteristics of the labour force
that affect quality and to measure changes in these characteristics over time.  Work is currently
proceeding in this area.  The second possibility would be to use the WCI to deflate earnings
estimates.  However, this approach would have a number of drawbacks.  First, estimates of gross
mixed income would need to be split into labour and capital components.  Second, the WCI covers
only wage and salary earners, and not all workers.  Third, the scope of the WCI is limited to only
certain components of earnings.  For these reasons, it is unlikely that that this approach would be
adopted in the foreseeable future.

21. As well as using actual hours worked in productivity analyses, the SNA provides two alternatives:
number of jobs and number of full-time equivalent jobs.  The ABS is strongly of the view that the
best method is to use actual hours worked.  Furthermore, the experience in Australia suggests that
there can be significant divergences between movements in this measure and movements in the other
two measures.  This is shown in the graph below.  We would have serious reservations about the
quality of productivity estimates compiled (at least for Australia) using either of the other two
methods.
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Input-output employment multipliers

22. As an analytical addition to the Australian Input-Output tables the ABS publishes employment, on a
“full time equivalent” basis, by input-output Industry.  Several different types of input-output
employment multipliers are also calculated and released.  These multipliers are used by analysts to
estimate the likely employment effects of new construction projects and other initiatives, which are
considered very important for regional economies.

23. The employment estimates used in the analysis of the input-output tables are derived from the LFS.
As such, they suffer from the concerns mentioned earlier about the quality of the LFS industry
estimates.  Nonetheless, given that LFS information is generally used to assess actual employment
outcomes it is considered appropriate to use LFS-based data to analyse these outcomes.

Conclusion

24. The ABS places considerable importance in compiling estimates of employment and related
variables on a basis that is consistent with the national accounts.  This is done to ensure that the
important components of the accounts such as compensation of employees are of high integrity, and
so that the national accounts can be used in the best possible manner for analysing issues such as
labour productivity.

25. Nonetheless, there are some areas where improvements can be made and the ABS will continue to
develop its estimates in these areas.


